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Nota:  
Cet appel à propositions ne concerne que les propositions de recherche utilisant des ballons 
et demandant un soutien du CNES et/ou du CNRS/INSU mais pas les activités 
régulièrement cofinancées par le CNES ou le CNRS/INSU pour lesquelles les équipes 
scientifiques françaises sont invitées à répondre aux appels à propositions habituels (e.g. 
appel à propositions annuel du CNES, appel du CNRS/INSU pour les programmes 
nationaux). 

En réponse au présent appel, les équipes sont invitées à rédiger leurs propositions en 
langue anglaise de manière à permettre leur évaluation par un comité international, le 
Comité Scientifique et Technique Ballons (CSTB) mis en place dans le cadre de l’accord 
CNES-CNRS/INSU sur les aérostats.  

 

The present call only concerns research proposals using balloons (APBR, Appel à 
propositions de recherche sous ballons) and requesting a support from CNES and/or 
CNRS/INSU but not the regular activities co-sponsored by CNES or CNRS/INSU for which 
the French scientists are invited to submit proposals through the usual calls (e.g. CNES 
regular annual scientific call, CNRS/INSU call for national research programs). 
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Introduction 
The present Call for proposals is issued following the recommendations of the balloon 
workshops held in Biarritz (2009) and Hyères (2011). The Call is operated in the framework 
of the agreement signed by CNES and CNRS/INSU on the use of balloons and more 
specifically under the guidelines and evaluations of the CSTB (Scientific and Technology 
Balloon Committee). Information on this agreement can be found on the website of the 
committee: www.lmd.polytechnique.fr/cstb. The scientific teams which intend to perform 
their investigation with the support of the CNES balloon teams are requested to respond to 
the present Call as no experiment will be operated by the CNES balloon teams if it has not 
been previously evaluated by the CSTB (acting as a “unique desk”). Please take note that 
the proposals will be evaluated by the CSTB with the scientific support of peer review 
committees in charge of assessing the research proposals submitted to the other regular 
calls. 
 
One of the mandates of CSTB is to foster new balloon experiments that will benefit from the 
renewed balloon infrastructure of CNES. A specific part of this call is open to the preparation 
of such new projects. 
 
The Call addresses new research proposals as well as the support of scientific 
activities related to measurements collected during past balloon campaigns. 
 

Concerning the first point, the Call aims at preparing the scientific and technological balloon 
program for the years 2015 and beyond and concerns proposals that can be made in the 
following thematic disciplines: 

 Space sciences and exploration 

 Life sciences in space and material sciences under microgravity 

 Earth sciences and observation 

 Exploratory technological experiments 

 
The proposals may aim at preparing a space experiment in the hereupon scientific domains 
when the balloon environment is a useful proxy of the space environment. 

The balloon may as well be seen as a vehicle carrying instruments in the atmosphere for in 
situ or remote sensing measurements (allowing a reduced atmospheric natural filter for 
observations of non terrestrial objects). It may also be used as a lift for a drop-test so as to 
simulate microgravity or to implement aerodynamic tests. 

 

The previously selected projects (i.e. campaigns or preliminary studies) shall provide a 
progress report with due consideration of the CSTB recommendations resulting from the 
previous Call. If the project is to be continued as such, an updated flight schedule and work 
plan is required. 

 

Notes on the schedule of balloon activities in the coming years 
From 2014 onwards, CNES will yearly organize scientific campaigns with various types of 

http://www.lmd.polytechnique.fr/cstb
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balloons (zero-pressure stratospheric balloons or BSO, super-pressure stratospheric 
balloons for payloads up to 50 kg or BPS and super-pressure boundary layer balloons or 
BTT, depending on mission requirements) from sites in France, Europe or other countries at 
high, mid or low latitudes. The development of aeroclippers is to be restarted after 2014. The 
possibility to operate tethered balloons is under consideration. 

In the mid-term, it is expected that infrared Montgolfier-type balloons for payloads up to 50 kg 
will be operated again.  

The available aerostats are described in the document Available_aerostats_2015.doc which 
can be downloaded from http://www.cnes.fr/web/CNES-fr/8489-st-appel-a-propositions-
ballons.php or www.lmd.polytechnique.fr/cstb  

Lastly, to restore its capacity of operating mid-latitude stratospheric balloons from France, 
CNES has demonstrated its capability to perform sea recovery of both the scientific payload 
(NCU=nacelle charge utile) and the balloon system (flight train and envelope). 

In the meantime, the mid-latitude stratospheric balloons will be launched from eastern 
Canada (Timmins, Ontario, 48°28’N, 80°20’W), as a result of an agreement between CNES 
and the Canadian Space Agency (CSA). The projects selected in 2013 will be flown during 
the campaign from Timmins in August/September 2014. 

The capability for fully using the zero pressure balloons of CNES (see Annex on the available 
aerostats) has been confirmed during the 2013 campaign. 

 

The proposals should therefore aim: 

− at reporting on ongoing projects, 
or 

− at submitting proposals for balloon flights of existing or new experiments in 
2015, 

or 

− at presenting preparatory activities, campaigns or new instruments. 
 

Proposals shall be sent to CNES (Balloons@cnes.fr) before March 14th 2014. 
 

1. Types of proposals 
Scientific investigations using CNES balloons can be proposed to prepare, to complete or to 
validate space missions. They also can be proposed for their own specific scientific or 
technological interest without any links with a planned space mission. 

Scientific investigations using other balloons but requesting a support (funding and/or human 
resources) from CNES and/or CNRS/INSU shall be evaluated by the CSTB and thus must be 
submitted to the present Call. 

 

1.1. Preparatory activities 

This Call can concern scientific or technical activities (Phase 0 and A) to prepare new 
experiments (and therefore future balloon missions) and/or to develop new instruments. 
Some of these projects, if they are selected, could be studied with the support of the 
technical divisions of CNES (Balloon sub-directorate and PASO – Plateau d’Architecture des 

http://kepler.cst.cnes.fr/web/CNES-fr/8489-st-appel-a-propositions-ballons.php
http://kepler.cst.cnes.fr/web/CNES-fr/8489-st-appel-a-propositions-ballons.php
http://www.lmd.polytechnique.fr/cstb
mailto:Balloons@cnes.fr
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Projets Orbitaux) and/or of CNRS/INSU. 

To submit a proposal for “preparatory activities” a specific technical form (see more 
information hereunder) has to be downloaded from http://www.cnes.fr/web/CNES-fr/8489-
st-appel-a-propositions-ballons.php or www.lmd.polytechnique.fr/cstb and filled-in. 
 

1.2.  Proposals for flights during the 2015 campaign in Canada 

The exact period of the 2015 campaign in Timmins will be fixed after analysis of the 
proposals to fly from Canada in the periods near the turn-around of the stratospheric winds 
(April/May or September/October). The first period is given a priority for operating the “Pilot” 
flight. 

To prepare a proposal for BSO flights1 during the 2015 Canadian balloon campaign a 
specific technical form has to be downloaded from http://www.cnes.fr/web/CNES-fr/8489-
st-appel-a-propositions-ballons.php or www.lmd.polytechnique.fr/cstb and filled-in. 

The user manual may be downloaded from both web sites. 

1.3. Future scientific campaigns 

Depending on the expressed needs, the following campaigns may be organized: 

− New BPCL campaigns, starting from 2015 

− BSO campaign1 in 2016 (from Timmins, Canada or Kiruna, Sweden). 

The present Call aims at gathering the balloon requests of the scientific community in order 
to prepare a preliminary schedule of those future campaigns. 

This schedule will be later presented to the community as a reference for the future Call for 
proposals in 2015-2016. 

To prepare a proposal for an experiment during Future Scientific Campaigns (FSC), a 
specific technical form has to be downloaded from http://www.cnes.fr/web/CNES-fr/8489-
st-appel-a-propositions-ballons.php or www.lmd.polytechnique.fr/cstb and filled-in. 

2. Link with other calls or available resources and other recommendations 
2.1 Coordination with other calls for proposals at national and international level 

The scientific teams planning to answer (as principal or co-investigator) national calls 
(national programs of CNRS/INSU, ANR, others, …) or international programs (FAST 201X 
of the Canadian Space Agency, ESA or EC calls, …) in connection with a balloon mission 
are invited to communicate to CNES and CNRS/INSU a copy of their proposals at the same 
time as they submit it to the third-party program. 

 

2.2 Human resources 

Within the frame of this Call, CNES and CNRS/INSU can support French teams and give a 
priority to fund temporary positions (CDD) dedicated to technical issues to be solved in a 
limited time period (hardware or software development, data exploitation). 

                                            
1 CNES is expecting to receive scientific recommendations from CSTB to gather several small 
experiments or payloads on board gondolas of reasonable size to optimize the use of the present BSO 
vehicles operated with NOSYCA (see information on the possible mass of the gondolas in the 
document Available_aerostats_2015.doc already mentioned).  

http://kepler.cst.cnes.fr/web/CNES-fr/8489-st-appel-a-propositions-ballons.php
http://kepler.cst.cnes.fr/web/CNES-fr/8489-st-appel-a-propositions-ballons.php
http://www.lmd.polytechnique.fr/cstb
http://kepler.cst.cnes.fr/web/CNES-fr/8489-st-appel-a-propositions-ballons.php
http://kepler.cst.cnes.fr/web/CNES-fr/8489-st-appel-a-propositions-ballons.php
http://www.lmd.polytechnique.fr/cstb
http://kepler.cst.cnes.fr/web/CNES-fr/8489-st-appel-a-propositions-ballons.php
http://kepler.cst.cnes.fr/web/CNES-fr/8489-st-appel-a-propositions-ballons.php
http://www.lmd.polytechnique.fr/cstb
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2.3 Doctoral and post-doctoral grants 

Every year CNES can offer co-funded research grants for the preparation of PhD (3 years) 
and for post-graduate positions (1+1 years). A specific announcement for application is 
released early every new year. More information may be found at 
http://www.cnes.fr/web/CNES-fr/7418-bourses-de-recherche.php. 
 

2.4 R&T 

A specific Call for R&T proposals is released every spring by the CNES’s technical centre in 
Toulouse to prepare the multi-annual program. Technological research activities have to be 
submitted within this frame, even when the proposed activities address technical issues 
related to balloon envelopes or gondolas. More information may be found at the following 
address: http://www.cnes.fr/web/CNES-fr/9902-st-appel-a-idees-de-r-t.php. 
 

2.5 Data dissemination and acknowledgments  

The CNES support to the experiments implies that the data collected during those 
experiments are to be made available to the scientific community within a reasonable delay 
(maximum one year), preferentially through the “Poles de compétences thématiques / 
Thematic Data Centres”. 

The projects which have been supported by CNES and CNRS/INSU shall acknowledge this 
support during the oral presentations of the experiment and of its results as well as in the 
scientific publications. Please take note that the abstract of the publication / presentation 
shall include the following text:  

“This work is based on observations with (name of the instruments) under a balloon 
operated by CNES, under the agreement between CNES and CNRS/INSU, within 
(name of the campaign)”. 

 

2.6 Reporting 

For all selected projects, the scientific teams shall send a report of their activity at the end of 
every year. In addition, it is required to carefully fulfil the “progress report” form which will be 
the base for the decision on the mid-year payments. At the end of a project, a final report is 
required and submitted for evaluation by the CSTB. 

 

2.7 International participation 

CSTB will differentiate between flights implying a collaboration between a foreign and a 
French investigator (in which case, only a marginal cost will be charged) and those uniquely 
devoted to foreign investigators (where full payment of the flight cost will be required). 
Depending on the proposal, CSTB will assess the status of “scientific and technical 
collaboration” and thus the fraction of the cost that will be charged to the international 
partner. 
In the case of a real “scientific and technical co-operation”, the resulting data shall be made 
available to the French and international community, especially through the existing thematic 
data centres, within a reasonable delay (maximum one year). 
In the other cases, CNES will perform:  

- a preliminary evaluation of the charges to be paid for the international participation 

http://www.cnes.fr/web/CNES-fr/7418-bourses-de-recherche.php
http://www.cnes.fr/web/CNES-fr/9902-st-appel-a-idees-de-r-t.php
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and will send back this information to the PI, 

- an assessment of the proposal (scientific and technical interest, implementation, 
schedule) under the authority of the CSTB. The technical maturity of the project and 
its development schedule will be evaluated, as well as the cooperative context, if any, 
and the project/organization chart. 

Proposals involving an effective scientific and technical partnership between French and 
Canadian teams will receive special attention from CNES and CSA in the framework of the 
agreement that these agencies have recently signed. 

 

2.8 Link with the CNES prospective workshop 

CNES will hold its scientific prospective seminar (SPS) in March 2014 and CSTB will take 
into account the corresponding mid-term priorities for the assessment of the proposals 
received for the present call (APRB 2014). Similarly the proposals submitted in response to 
the call for ideas issued in 2013 for the preparation of SPS (and involving CNES balloons) 
can be submitted as consolidated proposals to APRB 2014 (the present call). The next 
CNES balloon workshop (same format as in Pau and Hyères) will be organized in early 2015 
to discuss and prepare implementation plans for 2016 (and later) and will consider in its 
discussions the outcomes of the SPS. 

 

3  How to respond? 
The forms for preparing the proposal can be downloaded from: 

http://www.cnes.fr/web/CNES-fr/8489-st-appel-a-propositions-ballons.php or 
www.lmd.polytechnique.fr/cstb 
The proposal shall be submitted by mail to: Balloons@cnes.fr before March 14th, 2014. 
The proposal shall include 3 files (an Adobe version of the proposal, an Excel file when a 
French PI or co-I is involved and a Word file for the technical questionnaire), all files having 
the same name built as follows: 

- 3 upper case typing characters for the nature of the proposal (see attachment) 

- 6 upper case typing characters to identify the thematic domain (see attachment) , 

- the acronym of the laboratory, 

- the acronym of the campaign (if relevant), 

- the acronym of the experiment, 

- the name of the principal investigator. 

Then the file names will be of the form: 

XXX_YYYYYY_lab_campaign_exp_PI.* 

with *=pdf, xls, doc 

 

Additional information can be obtained from: 

- Didier Vassaux, general information, didier.vassaux@cnes.fr, 
 tel.: +33(0)144767446 

- André Vargas, technical and operational information, andre.vargas@cnes.fr, 

http://kepler.cst.cnes.fr/web/CNES-fr/8489-st-appel-a-propositions-ballons.php
http://www.lmd.polytechnique.fr/cstb
mailto:Balloons@cnes.fr
mailto:didier.vassaux@cnes.fr
mailto:andre.vargas@cnes.fr
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 tel.: +33(0)561273493 

- Christian Sirmain, Space sciences and exploration, Fundamental Physics, Life and 
Material Sciences, christian.sirmain@cnes.fr, 

 tel.: +33(0)561273236 

- Carole Deniel, Earth and environment sciences, carole.deniel@cnes.fr, 
 tel.:+33 (0)144767646 

You are invited to transfer the present call for balloon proposals to your colleagues who 
could be interested. 

 

The CNES deputy director for Strategy, Programs 
and International Relations 

The CNRS/INSU deputy director 

 

 

 

Richard Bonneville Philippe Bertrand 
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Attachment: definitions for setting up the name of the proposals 

 
1. Nature of the proposal (code for XXX) 
 Ongoing project          ONP 

 Canadian balloon campaign in 2014       CBC 

 Future scientific campaigns        FSC 

 The type of balloon (BSO, BPS, BTT) could appear in the « campaign » field of the 
filename 

 Preparatory activities: 

◦ Instruments         PAI 

◦ Campaigns         PAC 

 
2. Scientific domains (code for YYYYYY) 

Space sciences and exploration, Fundamental physics, Life sciences in space and Material 
Sciences under microgravity SUPLMS 

Earth sciences and observation                                                         TAOOE 

Exploratory technological experiment                                                TECHNO 


